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The new license fees better reflects the excessive rate/revenue increases sought by Local 
Government in many parts of Victoria and the burden they place on property owners and 
tenants, and ultimately the community. One used to say the Local Government existed to 
service the people but now one could argue that local government was there for scope 
creep and empire building (more activities, more staff, more executive pay, more office 
space…). 
 
I honestly believe that most people would be happy if Local Government Services 
concentrated on rates, rubbish and essentials and reduced its range of services and the 
shocking level of rates and charges it forces on people, without seeming to have a thought 
for the burden it imposes not only on ratepayers, but those impacted as well such as tenants 
and local retailers when residents have less dollars to spend.  In my opinion, the focus of 
Local Government should be to reduce the financial burden on ratepayers by reducing 
unnecessary services and changing the mindset of local Government.   
 
For example: 

1. The so called diversity/variety of beach boxes has for decades not been a concern 
for council.  It really looks like some bureaucrat’s opportunistic idea to raise 
revenue, to hell with the impact on actual people. 

2. If the Mornington Peninsula Shire seriously wanted to reflect the size of boatsheds 
(let’s get real, the increase is based on size - small, medium and large, not variety 
and diversity), Mornington Peninsula Shire could have reduced the fees for smaller 
boatsheds.  There is a real sense that diversity/variety terms have just been used as 
“language” to try to create some sort of justification for the outrageous increase. 

3. The rate service charge, in our opinion is unethical, unfair and unnecessary given 
that there is no waste service even close to our boatshed.  This again reminds us of 
the current fee for no service identified in the banking/financial royal commission.  
Perhaps its time rate payers started demanding a similar royal commission. 

4. There is no real justification for increasing fees; no improvement in services (of 
which there are almost none anyway). e.g. waste bins, trimming of trees (Council 
has specifically stated to me that they will generally not trim their trees, encroaching 
on boatsheds). 

 
I wish to be speak at the council meeting on November 25. 
 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
 
Colin Young 
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